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TRACKS
Existence (Breathe You In Remix) 06.32 min

GENRE
Techno (Raw/Deep/Hypnotic)

BPM
138

KEY
B ♭ min

The song EXISTENCE is permeated by ponderings about 

purpose in life; why are we here, what is life?

Existensial questions like these have plagued the artist 

LINUSBEATSKIP throughout his life and are recurring themes 

in many of his songs.

The acid sounds, driving beat and raw flavour in EXISTENCE 

fills you with energy and adrenaline. The song has hypnotic 

and granular soundscapes full of interesting textures.

“I often think about life, my purpose in life, the meaning 

of life …

When I made this song I wanted to open your mind with 

a raw flavour that fills you with energy and adrenaline 

and hopefully bring us closer to some answers.”

- LINUS BEATSKiP
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The Swedish artist/producer, LINUS BEATSKiP, grew up in the southern part of Sweden. The fascination 
for electronic music and producing has always been a great passion of his and  techno grabbed the artist 
attention when he was 13 years old. He worked hard and relentlessly on  his craft over the years to become 
the artist that he is today. His songs show his unique way of combining elements from different genres.

After taking a break from the rave/club scene to pursue a career in visual and graphic art, LINUS BEATSKIP 
made the decision to begin producing his original music once again in 2020. Although he receives creative 
inspiration from a number of genres such as techno, minimalistic house, psytrance, and anything in between, 
LINUS BEATSKiP combines a variety of compositional elements to form his unique sound that incorporates 
hard and heavy driving beats and his love for the darkness with a shimmer of hope.  

With his top track Go Again from 2021 and first drop Existence in 2022 he now has claimed his spot on the 
music scene. LINUS BEATSKiP has so far dropped 11 singles in total and he is showing no signs of slowing 
down.

LINUS BEATSKiP has always been an independent spirit and is self- taught artist that puts his whole heart 
and soul in every song.
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Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/linusbeatskip/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/linusbeatskip/

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/linusbeatskip

TikTok
https://www.tiktok.com/@linusbeatskip

Twitch
https://www.twitch.tv/linusbeatskip

Soundcloud
https://soundcloud.com/linusbeatskip


